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Module One: Getting Started 

During the last couple of decades small, mid-sized and Fortune 

500 companies have embraced Six Sigma to generate more profit 

and greater savings. So what is Six Sigma? 

Six Sigma is a data-driven approach for eliminating defects and 

waste in any business process. You can compare Six Sigma with 

turning your water faucet and experiencing the flow of clean, 

clear water. Reliable systems are in place to purify, treat, and 

pressure the water through the faucet. That is what Six Sigma 

does to business: it treats the processes in business so that they deliver their intended result. 

What is "Sigma"? The word is a statistical term that measures how far a given process deviates from 

perfection. Sigma is a way to measure quality and performance. The central idea behind Six Sigma is that 

if you can measure how many "defects" you have in a process, you can systematically figure out how to 

eliminate them and get as close to "zero defects" as possible. This workshop will give participants an 

overview of the Six Sigma methodology, and some of the tools required to deploy Six Sigma in their own 

organizations. 

 

Workshop Objectives 

Research has consistently demonstrated that when clear goals are associated 

with learning, it occurs more easily and rapidly.  

This workshop is designed to help you in the following ways: 

• Develop a 360 degree view of Six Sigma and how it can be implemented in any organization. 

• Identify the fundamentals of lean manufacturing, lean enterprise, and lean principles. 

• Describe the key dimensions of quality – product features and freedom from deficiencies 

• Develop attributes and value according to the Kano Model 

• Understand how products and services that have the right features and are free from 

deficiencies can promote customer satisfaction and attract and retain new customers. 

• Describe what is required to regulate a process 

Quality means doing it right when no one is 

looking. 

Henry Ford 



 

 

• Give examples of how poor quality affects operating expenses in the areas of appraisal, 

inspection costs, internal failure costs, and external failure costs 

• Using basic techniques such as DMAIC and how to identify Six Sigma Projects 

• Use specific criteria to evaluate a project 

• Discover root causes of a problem 

• Design and install new controls to hold the gains and to prevent the problem from returning. 

 

Pre-Assignment Review 

The purpose of the Pre-Assignment is to get you thinking about business 

improvement and the processes behind business improvement. 

As a pre-assignment, consider an improvement activity you’re about to implement 

in the work place. The improvement could be about eliminating a certain form, or 

paper documents, or the use of a certain tool or machine. 

Take a moment now to think about your improvement ideas. Keep them in mind during the day as it will 
help you identify practical applications for the tools and techniques that will be discussed. 

 

  



 

 

Module Two: Understanding Lean 

Lean and Six Sigma are buzz-words we hear in business all of the 

time. Before we get started, let’s make sure we all understand just 

what we mean by “lean” and “Six Sigma”. 

 

 

 

 

 

About Six Sigma 

• Six Sigma is a structured, data-driven process of solving critical issues 

from a business perspective that we haven’t been able to solve with 

current methodology. 

• Six Sigma is the single most effective problem-solving methodology for 

improving business and organizational performance. 

• The common measurement scale is called the Sigma capability or Z and is a universal scale. It is a 

scale like a yardstick measuring inches or a thermometer measuring temperature. 

• The scale allows us to compare business processes in terms of the capability to stay within the 

quality limits established for that process. 

• The Sigma scale measures Defects per Million Opportunities (DPMO). Six Sigma equates to 3.4 

defects per million opportunities.  

 

What Six Sigma is and is not: 

• Six Sigma is not an add-on to normal business activities.  

• It is an integrated part of the improvement process. 

Six Sigma is the most important training 

thing we have ever had. It’s better than 

going to Harvard Business School. 

Jack Welch 



 

 

• Six Sigma is management methodology driven by data.  

• Six Sigma focuses on projects that will produce measurable business results.  

• Six Sigma is not a standard, a certification or a metric like percentage. 

• The central idea behind Six Sigma is that if you can measure how many" defects” you have in a 

process, you can systematically determine how to eliminate those and approach “zero defects”. 

• Sigma is a value from 1 to 6 that signifies the maximum number of defects per million: 

• 1 Sigma = 690,000 defects/million = 31% accurate 

• 2 Sigma = 308,537 defects/million = 69.1463% accurate 

• 3 Sigma = 66,807 defects/million = 93.3193% accurate 

• 4 Sigma = 6,210 defects/million = 99.3790% accurate 

• 5 Sigma = 233 defects/million = 99.9767% accurate 

• 6 Sigma = 3.4 defects/million = 99.999997% accurate 

• Six Sigma is about reducing variation. 

• Six Sigma find out the facts before acting. 

 

About Lean 

“Lean” means continuously improving towards the ideal and achieving the 

shortest possible cycle time through the tireless reduction of waste.  

• It is focused on eliminating waste in all processes  

• It is about expanding capacity by reducing costs and shortening cycle 

times 

• It is about understanding what is important to the customer 

• It is not about eliminating people 

Examples of Lean Projects: 

• Reduced inventory 

• Reduced floor space 

• Quicker response times and shorter lead times 

• Decreased defects, rework, scrap 

• Increased overall productivity 



 

 

History Behind Lean 

The phrase “lean manufacturing” was coined in the 1980's and has its roots in 

the Toyota Production System. (See later in this module) 

Most of the basic goals of lean manufacturing are common sense, and some 

fundamental thoughts have been traced back to the writings of Benjamin 

Franklin. 

Henry Ford cited Franklin as a major influence on his lean business practices, which included Just-in-time 

manufacturing. The founders of Toyota designed a process with inspiration from Henry Ford and their 

visits to the United States to observe the assembly line and mass production that had made Ford rich. 

The process is called the Toyota Production System, and is the fundamental principle of lean 

manufacturing. 

Two books have since shaped the ideologies of Lean: “The machine that changed the world” (1990) and 

“Lean Thinking” (1996). 

 

Toyota Production Systems 

The Toyota Production System (TPS) is a mindset and management system that 

embraces continuous improvement. TPS organizes manufacturing and logistics, 

including interaction with suppliers and customers. Originally called "Just in 

Time Production," it builds on the approach created by the founders of Toyota. 

TPS revolves around 5 simple steps: 

1. Define Value of your product > Make it according to Customer needs and Customer Defined 

2. Identify Value Stream of your product > Follow the product and identify unnecessary actions 

3. Study the Flow your product > Eliminate All Waste 

4. Make only what the customer orders > Produce Just In Time for Demand 

5. Strive for Perfection > Continuous Improvement. Good enough is never enough. 

  



 

 

The Toyota Precepts 

The five methods defined by Toyota contain some basic principles: 

1. CHALLENGE: Form a long-term vision, meeting challenge with courage and 

creativity to realize your dreams. 

• Create Value through Manufacturing and Delivery of Products and 

Services 

• Nurture a spirit of Challenge 

• Always have a Long Range Perspective 

• Thorough Consideration in Decision Making 

2. KAIZEN: Improve your business operations continuously, always driving for innovation and 

evolution. 

• Have a Kaizen Mind and Innovative Thinking (See later this module) 

• Build Lean Systems and Structure 

• Promote Organizational Thinking 

3. GENCHI GENBUTSU (Go and see): Go to the source to find the facts to make correct decisions, 

build consensus, and achieve goals at our best speed. 

• Genchi Genbutsu (Go and See) 

• Lead with Consensus Building 

• Create Commitment to Achievement 

4. RESPECT: Respect others, make every effort to understand each other, take responsibility and 

do your best to build mutual trust. 

• Respect for Stakeholders and community 

• Develop Mutual Trust and Mutual Responsibility 

• Be Sincere, transparent and open in all Communication 

5. TEAMWORK: Stimulate personal and professional growth, share the opportunities of 

development, and maximize individual and team performance. 

• Have Commitment to Education and Development 

• Have Respect for the Individual; Realizing Consolidated Power as a Team 

 

Case Study 

Trish, the owner of a manufacturing facility, was attempting to introduce Six Sigma and Lean to her 

business. She was holding an initial meeting with her employees to explain what exactly the two 

concepts are and are not. Starting with Six Sigma, Trish explained that Six Sigma was not an add-on to 

the normal business activities, but was instead a new and integrated part of a continuous improvement 

process. She told them that Six Sigma was about reducing defects  in products to as close as zero as 

possible. Trish then explained that Lean was a part of this, and focused on eliminating waste in the 

company’s processes.   



 

 

Module Two: Review Questions 

1) Six sigma equates to: 

a) 1.4 DPMO 

b) 2.4 DPMO 

c) 3.4 DPMO 

d) 4.4 DPMO 

2) Which letter is used Sigma capability? 

a) S 

b) C 

c) Y 

d) Z 

3) Which of the following actions is not so typical for the lean process? 

a) Eliminating waste 

b) Eliminating people 

c) Reducing costs 

d) Shortening time cycles 

4) Which of the following is not an example of lean process? 

a) Reduced inventory 

b) Increasing overall productivity 

c) Decreased defects 

d) Skipped details in reports 

5) Which car company’s production system is related with early usage of ‘lean manufacturing’? 

a) Mercedes-Benz 

b) Toyota 

c) General Motors 

d) BMW 

6) Besides “The machine that changed the world”, which book also shaped the ideologies of 

‘Lean’? 

a) “Lean process” 

b) “Lean manufacturing” 

c) “Lean thinking” 

d) “Lean world” 

  



 

 

7) What was the original name of TPS? 

a) Just in time production  

b) Just right production 

c) Just precise production 

d) Just appropriate production 

8) What is the last step of TPS? 

a) Defining value of your product 

b) Striving for perfection 

c) Making only what the customer orders 

d) Studying the flow of your product 

9) What does GENCHI GEBUTSU mean? 

a) Wait and see 

b) Come and see 

c) Go and see 

d) Look and see 

10) Committing to education and development is especially important for: 

a) Respect 

b) Kaizen 

c) Challenge 

d) Teamwork 

  



 

 

Module Three: Liker’s Toyota Way 

In this module we will look closer at Toyota’s philosophies that have 

become a spiritual pinnacle of modern manufacturing. “The Toyota 

Way” is a book about the 14 principles that drive Toyota’s culture.  

The book was written by Dr. Jeffery Liker, a leading author on lean 

practices and an expert on U.S. and Japanese differences in 

manufacturing. 

 

 

 

Philosophy 

Have a Long-Term Philosophy 

Principle 1: Base your management decisions on a long-term philosophy, even at 

the expense of short-term financial goals. 

• In Toyota’s vision, the purpose is to work, grow, and align the organization 

toward a common purpose that is bigger than making money.  

• The vision instills the importance of generating value for the customer, society, and the 

economy. The business and its people must accept responsibility for its conduct and 

continuously improve its skills. 

  

Do you value practices, or do you practice 

values? 

Anonymous 



 

 

Process 

Principle 2: Most Business Processes are 90% Waste and 10% Value-Added Work. 

• Create continuous flow and a process flow to bring problems to the 

surface. 

• Work processes are redesigned to eliminate waste (Muda).  

• Strive to cut back to zero the amount of time that any project is sitting idle or waiting for 

someone to work on it. 

• The Heart of One-Piece Flow is called Takt Time (Rhythm in German) “The rate of Customer 

Demand.” 

Principle 3: Use a pull system to avoid overproduction. 

• Provide your customers with what they want, when they want it, and in the amount they want.  

• Minimize your work in process and warehousing of inventory by stocking small amounts of each 

product and frequently restocking based on what the customer actually takes away. 

• The Toyota Way is not about Managing Inventory, it is about Eliminating It. 

Principle 4: Level out the workload (Heijunka).  

• Work like the tortoise, not the hare. This helps achieve the goal of minimizing waste (Muda), not 

overburdening people, or the equipment (Muri), and not creating uneven production levels. 

(Mura). 

• Level out the workload as an alternative to the stop and start approach of working on projects in 

batches that is typical at most companies. 

Principle 5: Build a culture of stopping to fix problems, to get quality right the first time. 

• Build into your equipment the capability of detecting problems and stopping itself. Any 

employee in the Toyota Production System has the authority to stop the process to signal a 

quality issue. 

• It is OK to stop or slow down to get quality right the first time to enhance productivity in the 

long run. 

  



 

 

Principle 6: Standardized tasks and processes are the foundation for continuous improvement and 

employee empowerment. 

• Although Toyota has a bureaucratic system, the way that it is implemented allows for 

continuous improvement (Kaizen) from the people affected by that system.  

Principle 7: Use visual control so no problems are hidden. 

• Included in this principle is the 5S Program - steps that are used to make all work spaces 

efficient and productive, help people share work stations, reduce time looking for needed tools 

and improve the work environment: 

• Sort: Sort out unneeded items 

• Straighten: Have a place for everything 

• Shine: Keep the area clean 

• Standardize: Create rules and standard operating procedures 

• Sustain: Maintain the system and continue to improve it 

Principle 8: Use only reliable, thoroughly tested technology that serves your people and processes. 

• Use technology to support people, not to replace people. Often it is best to work out a process 

manually before adding technology to support the process. 

• New technology is often unreliable and difficult to standardize. A proven process that works 

generally takes precedence over new and untested technology. 

• Conduct actual tests before adopting new technology in business processes, manufacturing 

systems, or products. 

• Reject or modify technologies that conflict with your culture or that might disrupt stability, 

reliability, and predictability. 

 

People and Partners 

Principle 9: Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the work, live the 

philosophy, and teach it to others. 

• The principles have to be engrained; it must be the way one thinks. 

Employees must be educated and trained: they have to maintain a 

learning organization. 

• Grow leaders and develop role models from within, rather than buying them from outside the 

organization.  

• A good leader must understand the daily work in great detail so he or she can be the best 

teacher of your company’s philosophy. 



 

 

Principle 10: Develop exceptional people and teams who follow your company’s philosophy. 

• Success is based on the team, not the individual. Teamwork is something that has to be learned. 

Principle 11: Respect your extended network of partners and suppliers by challenging them and 

helping them improve. 

• Toyota treats suppliers much like they treat their employees, challenging them to do better and 

helping them to achieve it.  

• Have respect for your partners and suppliers and treat them as an extension of your business. 

• Challenge your outside business partners to grow and develop. It shows that you value them. 

Set challenging targets and assist your partners in achieving them. 

 

Problem Solving 

Principle 12: You need to go and see for yourself to thoroughly understand the situation (Genchi 

Genbutsu). 

Principle 13: Make decisions slowly by consensus, thoroughly considering all 

options; implement decisions rapidly (Nemawashi). 

The following are decision parameters: 

• Find what is really going on; go and see to test 

• Determine the root cause 

• Consider a broad range of alternatives 

• Build consensus on the resolution 

• Use efficient communication tools 

Do not pick a single direction and go down that one path until you have thoroughly considered 

alternatives. When you have picked, move quickly and continuously down the path. 

Principle 14: Become a learning organization through relentless reflection (Hansei) and continuous 

improvement (Kaizen). 

The general problem solving technique to determine the root cause of a problem includes: 

• Initial problem perception 

• Clarify the problem 



 

 

• Locate the area or point of cause 

• Investigate root cause (5 whys) 

• Countermeasure 

• Evaluate 

• Standardize 

Once you have established a stable process, use continuous improvement tools to determine the root 

cause of inefficiencies and apply effective countermeasures. 

 

Case Study 

John, an owner of a dairy farm, felt like his business could improve and expand but he wasn’t sure how 

to go about it. He consulted with a friend, Jeremy, for advice. Jeremy, who owned a large scale foresting 

company, explained that he had some simple rules for modern industry. He explained that his company 

had a long-term philosophy of being eco-friendly and followed that philosophy even if it meant 

sacrificing short-term money. Jeremy also told John that he should examine the processes at his farm, 

and start eliminating waste. Jeremy recommended the book The Toyota Way by Dr. Jeffery Liker, telling 

John that a lot of the decisions he makes are influenced by the lessons in that book. 

  



 

 

Module Three: Review Questions 

1) How many principles are in Dr. Jeffrey Linker’s book “The Toyota Way”? 

a) 6 

b) 7 

c) 10 

d) 14 

2) In Toyota’s vision, what’s the most important thing for a company’s philosophy? 

a) To be original 

b) To be verified 

c) To be long-term 

d) To be safe 

3) According to 3rd principle, what kind of system should you use to avoid overproduction? 

a) Push 

b) Pull 

c) Drag 

d) Scratch 

4) According to 7th principle, what kind of control should we use to make all the problems visible? 

a) Digital 

b) Classical 

c) People 

d) Visual 

5) According to 4th principle (Heijunka), we should work like: 

a) Ants 

b) Bees 

c) Turtles 

d) Rabbits 

6) Which principles refer to people and partners? 

a) 1, 2, 3 

b) 5, 6, 7 

c) 9, 10, 11 

d) 12, 13, 14 

  



 

 

7) According to one of the principles, how do you respect the extended network of partners and 

suppliers? 

a) By awarding them 

b) By criticizing them 

c) By including them in more company’s activities 

d) By challenging them 

8) Which of the following is not necessary for a good leader? 

a) Understanding the work 

b) Leaving the philosophy 

c) ‘Teaching’ that philosophy to others 

d) Upgrading that philosophy 

9) What are the last principles related to? 

a) Problem solving 

b) Profit 

c) Management 

d) Personal development 

10) What is Kaizen? 

a) Continuous work 

b) Continuous problem solving 

c) Continuous improvement 

d) Continuous earnings 



 

 

Module Four: The TPS House 

If TPS is a mindset, then what’s holding it all together, is the 

TPS House. 

In this module we look at the TPS house, the blueprint for a 

Lean Enterprise that has become one of the most recognizable 

symbols of modern manufacturing. The house represents a 

structural system of how to view our business and 

organization: The house is strong if the roof, the pillars, and 

the foundations are strong. A weak link weakens the whole 

system. It starts with the goals of best quality, lowest cost and 

shortest lead time – the roof.  

There are two main pillars holding the roof up: Just-in-Time (JIT) and Jidoka. JIT and Jidoka mean never 

letting a defect pass into the next station and freeing people from machines – automation without a 

human touch. In the center of the system are people. 

 

The Goals of TPS 

The Main goals of the Toyota Production System are to eliminate three types of 

waste: 

• Overburden or stress in the system (Muri) 

• Inconsistency (Mura)  

• Waste (Muda) 

The elimination of waste (Muda) is the most common way to look at the effects of TPS. We will look at 

Waste in greater detail in Module Seven. 

There are four rules to TPS: 

1. All work shall be highly specified 

2. Every customer-supplier connection must be direct 

3. The flow of products and services must be simple and direct. 

Toyota is as much a state of mind as it is a 

car company. 

USA Today 



 

 

4. Any improvement must be made according to the scientific method at the lowest possible level 

in the organization. 

 

The First Pillar: Just In Time (JIT) 

JIT is the left pillar and means to make what the customer needs, when it is needed, 

in the right amount.  

Ideally nothing is produced unless a customer is identified and the product is 

ordered. This helps in reducing inventories, warehousing and other holding costs. 

JIT is not about automation. JIT involves controlling the flow of materials and 

manpower so that adequate resources are on hand when needed. 

 

The Second Pillar: Jidoka (Error-Free Production) 

Jidoka is the right pillar of the house. 

It means that when an operator detects an error on an assembly line, they will try 

solving it themselves. If they cannot correct it themselves, they will call their 

supervisor. If the supervisor cannot complete the job within the given amount of 

time, the line will be stopped. The error will be fixed and the line will be started. 

If you have no solution to the problem, you will not be able to continue with 

manufacturing. So solving problems becomes a must.  

Traditionally, stopping the manufacturing line is treated as a crime, something you should not do at all.  

The TPS view is that if you are not shutting down the line, you have no problems. All manufacturing 

plants have problems. So you must be hiding problems. TPS wants the problems to surface so that the 

process can be improved. Changing the mentality is the key to implementing Jidoka in an organization. 

  



 

 

Kaizen (Continuous Improvement) 

Kaizen is a Japanese term that means continuous improvement. With Kaizen, good 

enough is never enough. No process is ever perfect.  

Kaizen aims to eliminate waste in all systems of an organization through improving 

standardized activities and processes. 

The continuous cycle of Kaizen activity has seven phases: 

1. Identify an opportunity 

2. Analyze the process 

3. Develop an optimal solution 

4. Implement the solution 

5. Study the results 

6. Standardize the solution 

7. Plan for the future 

The following are some basic tips for doing Kaizen: 

• Replace conventional fixed ideas with fresh ones. 

• Start by questioning current practices and standards. 

• Seek the advice of many associates before starting a Kaizen activity. 

• Think of how to do something, not why it cannot be done. 

• Don’t make excuses. Make execution happen. 

• Do not seek perfection. Implement a solution right away, even if it covers only 50 percent of the 

target. 

• Correct something right away if a mistake is made. 

 

  



 

 

The Foundation of the House 

The foundation of the TPS house is called Heijunka and means “leveling”. Heijunka 

is a method for reducing waste .The principle is to produce adequate goods at a 

steady rate, to allow further processing to be carried out at a constant and 

predictable rate. This stabilization will prevent big spikes in production and hold 

inventory to a minimum. 

Because customer demand fluctuates, two approaches have been developed in lean: demand leveling 

and production leveling through flexible production. 

 

Case Study 

Lee had recently been hired as a general manager at a high end furniture manufacturing facility. He was 

meeting with all of his employees to introduce himself and explain the changes he’d be making to the 

facility and its processes. He told them that they’d be practicing Just-In-Time manufacturing and Jidoka 

production. Lee explained that Just-In-Time was a process of manufacturing items as customers ordered 

them rather than making it in anticipation of customers. 

Lee then explained Jidoka, informing his employees that they were all responsible for improving their 

merchandise quality. Because of this, they were expected to stop the manufacturing process if an error 

was found that couldn’t be fixed immediately in order to address the faulty process. 

  



 

 

Module Four: Review Questions 

1) Which of the following is not a type of waste that has to be eliminated according to TPS? 

a) Overburden or stress in the system 

b) Inconsistency 

c) Energy surplus 

d) Muda 

2) What is the first rule to TPS? 

a) All work shall be highly specified 

b) All work shall be highly profitable 

c) All work shall be highly simplified 

d) All work shall be highly exclusive 

3) In context of TPS house, JIT is: 

a) The roof 

b) A wall 

c) A pillar 

d) Foundation 

4) JIT doesn’t help reducing: 

a) Inventories 

b) Holding costs 

c) Warehousing 

d) Production costs 

5) What is Jidoka? 

a) Risk-free production 

b) Error-free production 

c) Tax-free production 

d) Unlimited production 

6) What happens if the supervisor cannot complete the job within the given amount of time? 

a) Nothing, except the production is late 

b) He must speed the process up, damaging the quality 

c) The line goes too slow 

d) The line will be stopped 

  



 

 

7) What is the first phase of Kaizen? 

a) Analyzing the process 

b) Identifying an opportunity 

c) Planning future 

d) Developing a solution 

8) According to Kaizen, if a mistake happens, you should: 

a) Analyze it deeply and think through the solution 

b) Leave it aside for a couple of days to think it through 

c) Correct it right away 

d) Decide is it important to be fixed at all 

9) What does Heijunka mean? 

a) Scaling 

b) Grading 

c) Measuring 

d) Leveling 

10) Which of the following are approaches in lean leveling? 

a) Demand and production 

b) Consumption and profiting 

d) Simple and complex 

d) Local and global 

  



 

 

Module Five: The Five Principles of Lean Business 

In this module we’ll look closer at five great principles that are also 

known as Womack’s Principles. Benchmarking of automotive 

production facilities, Womack developed a set of five principles that 

form the basis lean enterprise implementation. The results were 

published in the book “Lean Thinking”, a milestone in Lean 

Management. 

 

 

 

Value 

The value of a product or service can only be understood from the 

customer’s point of view. We call this “the voice of the customer.” 

You need to consider the several voices of the customer: 

• What are we falling short of meeting customer needs? 

• What are the new needs of customers? 

• Voice of Market – Are we ready to adapt to trends? 

• Voice of Competitors – Are we behind? 

• Voice of Internal Sources – Defects, delays? 

• Voice of Employee – Concerns in organization? 

  

There are so many men who can figure out 

costs, and so few who can measure values. 

Anonymous 

 



 

 

Value Stream 

• First step in removing non-value added steps from a process is to map the 
process, following the actual path taken by the part in the plant. 

• Walk the full path yourself (Genchi Genbutsu). 

• Draw the path on a layout and calculate the time and distances traveled 
(aka “spaghetti diagram”). 

 

Flow 

“Flow” means that when your customer places an order, this triggers the process of 

obtaining raw materials needed just for that customer’s order. The raw material 

then flow immediately to supplier plants, where workers immediately fill the order 

with components, which flow immediately to a plant, where workers assemble the 

order, and then the completed order flows immediately to the customer. 

 

Pull 

• Push is a traditional manufacturing philosophy - to produce 

based on estimated forecast of demand. 

• The opposite of Pull production is Push production. 

• In Pull production, the customer demand instance triggers a 

part being pulled from upstream. 

• Using the Pull philosophy each operation only pulls product from its prior operation when real 

demand exists at the downstream operation. This results in a continuous flow.  

• This will result in many positives for the organization ranging from reduced cycle time, to 

reductions in inventory to improved customer service levels. 

 

  



 

 

Seek Perfection 

Lean perfection is the result of: 

• Identifying Value from the customer perspective 

• Eliminating waste by mapping the process 

• Moving from batch production to Pull Production 

• Continuous Improvement within these 3 areas 

 

Case Study 

Chester was attempting to lean out his business. He was discussing the five principles of lean businesses 

with his department managers. He started by talking about the value of what they were making, and 

posed questions about the new and constant needs of the customers, where they were falling short, and 

where they were in relation to the competition. They also discussed how to improve the flow of 

materials to the company and products to the customer.  

A new concept for the managers was the Pull manufacturing philosophy, which advocated the 

customer’s demand instance should trigger the manufacturing process, as opposed to the Push 

philosophy, which stated that that they should produce based on an estimate of future demand. 

  



 

 

Module Five: Review Questions 

1) When it comes to value principle, it’s also understood as: 

a) The voice of the customer 

b) Financial abilities of the customer 

c) Customer’s interest in your service 

d) Customer’s regularity 

2) Which of the following is not so crucial when it comes to value? 

a) Are we behind the competitors? 

b) What are the concerns in the organization? 

c) Are we being original instead following trends? 

d) What are the customer’s needs? 

3) What is the first step in removing non-value added steps from a process? 

a) Talking with all the participants of the process 

b) Analyzing statistical data 

c) Mapping the process and following the actual path 

d) Any of these steps 

4) Which principle is visible in the advice “Walk the full path yourself”? 

a) Heijunka 

b) Muda 

c) Mura 

d) Genchi Gebutsu 

5) What triggers the flow? 

a) Obtaining raw materials 

b) Sending materials to supplier plants 

c) Starting material processing 

d) Customer’s order 

6) What’s the last step of the flow? 

a) Completed order flows to the customer 

b) Employees analyze the flow 

c) Employees make statistics of the flow 

d) Customer rates the experience 

  



 

 

7) What is the opposite of pull production? 

a) Pull out 

b) Drag 

c) Push 

d) Fix 

8) Using pull philosophy results in: 

a) Continuous flow 

b) Slower flow 

c) Faster flow 

d) Interrupted 

9) Which of the following is not good if you seek for lean perfection? 

a) Using customer’s perspective to identify the value 

b) Moving from pull to batch production 

c) Continuous improvement 

d) Mapping the process 

10) What is the result of mapping the process? 

a) Shortening the process 

b) Eliminating the waste 

c) Prolonging the process 

d) Speeding up the process 

  



 

 

Module Six: The First Improvement Concept (Value) 

The Kano model is a theory of product development and customer 

satisfaction. When introduced in the 80’s the model challenged 

traditional Customer Satisfaction Models that More is better, i.e. 

the more you perform on each service attribute the more satisfied 

the customers will be. 

The Kano model assumes that every customer has a unique 

preference, and that a product has attributes that have different 

values to different customers. 

 

 

Basic Characteristics 

Kano categorizes the attributes of a product into three classes: 

1. Must-be attributes: Represents basic musts or functions expected of a 

product or service. When present they are neutral, when absent they 

dissatisfy consumers. 

2. Performance attributes: Directly linked to voiced demands of customers. Relative to quality and 

their willingness to pay. Enhances satisfaction. 

3. Surprise and delight factors: These factors excite the customer and satisfy a latent need. Their 

presence increases satisfaction, their absence does not decrease it. Source of differentiation. 

  

The secret to success is to treat all 

customers as if your world revolves around 

them. 

Michael Dell 



 

 

Satisfiers 

To identify the “satisfiers” customers are looking for, there is a number of ways to 

gather data: 

• Competitive Analysis 

• Interviews, Surveys 

• Search Logs 

• Usability Testing 

• Customer Forums 

 

Delighters 

To seek business opportunities and areas of improvement there are a number of 

resources available including: 

• Field Research 

• Marketing/Branding Vision 

• Industrial Design 

• Packaging 

• Call Center Data 

• Site Logs 

From the input gathered, brainstorm a list of features and functionality for the product you intend to 

improve. 

 

 

  



 

 

Applying the Kano Model 

The Kano classification process is straight forward and simple: 

• Identify the Voice of the Customer 

Analyze and rank the voice of the customer. Then rank into categories called 

Critical to Quality Characteristics (CTQs):  

• Dissatisfied – Must be – Cost of Entry 

• Satisfier – More is better – Competitive 

• Delighter – Latent Need – Differentiator 

• Evaluate Current Performance 

 

Case Study 

James, who worked at a company that designed and produced appliances, was tasked with designing a 

new toaster. To help him narrow down his ideas, he turned to the Kano method of customer 

satisfaction, which relied on three attributes: Must-Be Attributes, Performance Attributes, and Surprise 

or Delight Factors. James knew that the toaster must toast, that was non-negotiable. How fast it toasts 

and the functions the toaster has, such as a bagel mode or how fast it toasted, were some performance 

attributes. He started brainstorming surprise factors, and decided to implement a coffee warmer that 

folded out of the side. When the toaster was released, the coffee warmer added a lot of value to the 

product. 

 

  



 

 

Module Six: Review Questions 

1) When was Kano model introduced? 

a) In 30s  

b) In 60s 

c) In 80s 

d) In 00s 

2) How many attribute classes does Kano use? 

a) Two 

b) Three 

c) Four 

d) Six 

3) Which of the following is not one of the ways to gather data and identify customer’s satisfiers? 

a) Search log 

b) Survey 

c) Competitive analysis 

d) All of the above are useful ways to do that 

4) Which of these Internet ways may be the most useful to identify satisfiers? 

a) Internet presentations 

b) Promo websites 

c) Customer forums 

d) Online shops 

5) Packaging and industrial design are tightly related to: 

a) Satisfiers 

b) Delighters 

c) Performance abilities 

d) Multi-functionality 

6) What should you do after you gather data to improve your product? 

a) Try to adjust data to your product 

b) Brainstorm features and functionality for your product 

c) Compare gathered data with data about your product 

d) All of the above 

  



 

 

7) Which phrase is an intruder? 

a) Dissatisfied 

b) More is better 

c) Must be 

d) Cost of entry 

8) CTQ’s stands for: 

a) Crucial to quantity characteristics 

b) Crucial to quality characteristics 

c) Critical to quantity characteristics 

d) Critical to quality characteristics 

  



 

 

Module Seven: The Second Improvement Concept (Waste) 

Muda is the waste and work that does not add any value to 

the product and that the customer would not pay for if given 

a choice. All waste has a cost that is direct loss to the 

company. In Lean and Six Sigma manufacturing, the focus is 

especially on eliminating three types of waste: 

• Muda (Waste) 

• Muri (Strain/Overburden) 

• Mura (Unevenness) 

Now let’s learn how we can eliminate waste! 

 

Muda 

Muda is the waste or work that does not add any value to the product. There are 

seven kinds of Muda in the Toyota Production System: 

1. Unnecessary Motions 

2. Waiting for work and materials 

3. Transportations 

4. Overproduction 

5. Processing 

6. Inventories  

7. Corrective Operation (rework and scrap) 

  

There is nothing so useless as doing 

efficiently that which should not be done at 

all. 

Peter F. Drucker 



 

 

Mura 

Mura is the variation in the operation of a process not caused by the end 

customer. It is the Irregular, Inconsistent, Uneven, and Unbalanced work on 

machines. 

A typical example of Mura is when employees are rushing production all morning 

only to stand around and do nothing later in the day.  

 

Muri 

Muri means putting excessive demand on equipment, facilities, and people 

caused by Mura and Muda. Muri is pushing a machine or person beyond 

natural limits. Overburdening people results in safety and quality problems. 

Overburdening equipment causes breakdowns and defects 

Examples of Muri include pushing too hard, lifting heavy weight or 

repeating a tiring action. 

 

The New Wastes 

In addition to the three basic types of waste, lean principles have identified 

other sources of waste in businesses: 

• Waste of untapped human potential. 

• Waste of inappropriate systems 

• Wasted energy and water 

• Wasted materials 

• Waste of customer time 

• Waste of defecting customers 

• Waste of unused creativity 

 

  



 

 

Case Study 

Matthew, a regional manager of a chain of manufacturing facilities, was meeting with the managers of 

the facilities and discussing the elimination of waste. He had recently come from a conference where he 

learned of the Six Sigma manufacturing philosophy, and told the managers about Muda, Muri, and 

Mura. Matthew explained that Muda was about removing waste from the company processes, including 

overproduction, waiting for work and materials, and corrective operations. He then moved on to Mura, 

informing them that Mura is about reducing the variation and inconsistencies in a process. Finally 

Matthew talked about Muri, which stated that putting excessive stress on equipment, facilities, and 

people caused Mura and Muda.  



 

 

Module Seven: Review Questions 

1) Which of the following is not a type of waste especially important to be eliminated in Lean and 

Six Sigma? 

a) Muda 

b) Muri 

c) Mura 

d) Mudi 

2) Which of the following is not a type of Muda waste according to TPS? 

a) Overproduction 

b) Inventories 

c) Catering 

d) Transportations 

3) In TPS, unevenness is called: 

a) Muri 

b) Mura 

c) Mure 

d) Muru 

4) Mura is not: 

a) Irregular 

b) Inconsistent 

c) Homogenized 

d) Unbalanced 

5) Muri means putting excessive demand on equipment, facilities, and people caused by: 

a) Mura 

b) Muda 

c) Mura and/or Muda 

d) Mura and/or Muro 

6) Which of the following is not an example of Muri? 

a) Pushing too hard 

b) Working harder in the morning to spend the rest of the day doing nothing 

c) Lifting heavy weight 

d) Repeating tiring action 

  



 

 

7) What’s the name of the type of waste which is not among the three basic types? 

a) The late waste 

b) The new waste 

c) The modern waste 

d) The current waste 

8) Which of the following is a basic type of waste? 

a) Waste in human potential 

b) Wasting customer’s time 

c) Transportation waste 

d) Wasted energy and water 

  



 

 

Module Eight: The Third Improvement Concept (Variation) 

If you toss a coin, what’s the chance it lands on heads? If you toss a 

coin ten times, you expect five heads and five tails. If you toss the 

coin ten times, and do it over and over again, the output varies. The 

extent to which your experience deviates from expectation is the 

extent to which variation has occurred. 

If you measure something that occurs many times it’s going to vary 

around an average – or mean-value.  

Variation is deviation from expectation. The size, trends, nature, 

causes, effects, and control of this variation is the center of Six 

Sigma methodology.  

Describing variability over a period of time helps us understand how the system is working and to 

predict how it will continue to work in the future. 

 

Common Cause 

When variation is produced by the system itself it is known as common cause 

variation. You can act to reduce common cause variation but you cannot 

eliminate it.  

• These include human systems, for instance how long it takes to process a 

credit card application. 

• The amount of a time a mechanic takes to change the oil in a car 

• An officer writing a speeding ticket 

  

Statistics as a key technology is not merely 

an operational tool for profitable business. 

But as a powerful accelerator and catalyst 

for economic development. 

P.C. Mahalanobis 



 

 

Special Cause 

This type of variation is directly caused by something special.  

If the mailman comes to your house at 11:30 each day but he gets a flat tire and 

doesn’t come until noon, that’s a special cause of variation.  

If the network system went down that is running your credit card application, 

that’s a special cause. 

 

Tampering 

A common mistake is trying to improve a process by adjusting it when it does not 

need adjustment.  The term for this mistake is called tampering. Tampering usually 

occurs when the measured outcome does not meet our external performance targets. 

Examples of external performance targets can be financial targets, and demands to 

meet monthly quotas.  

• Tampering is the adjustment of a stable process. 

• If the process is not statistically stable, its performance is unpredictable. 

• Tampering leads us to respond to a false alarm, since false alarm is when we think that the 

process has shifted when it really hasn’t.  

 

Structural 

These changes are a result of regular, systematic changes in output.  They will be 

more pronounced over the long term and through seasonal patterns. These changes 

are normal and reflect an ebb and flow of normal production being influenced by 

the environment. 

 

  



 

 

Case Study 

Pierre went to a newly opened barber shop to get his hair trimmed. When he walked in, he was blown 

away by what he saw. There were soothing scented candles, big warm lights above the luxurious velvet 

chairs, and the barber was well dressed. As Pierre reclined in the chair, the barber asked if he would like 

a glass of red wine. Pierre was sold on the shop. 

When he returned, the barber shop was very changed. The walls were green and orange in spiral 

patterns, the chairs were futuristic looking, the lights were tinted different colors, and the barber was a 

different person all-together. Pierre was not impressed by the changes, and never returned. 

  



 

 

Module Eight: Review Questions 

1) The third improvement concept in Lean and Sigma Six is: 

a) Fluctuation 

b) Deviation 

c) Variation 

d) Mutation 

2) Which of the following statements is true? 

a) Common cause variation can be fully eliminated. 

b) Common cause variation is produced outside the system. 

c) Common cause variation is never a human factor. 

d) Common cause variation can only be reduced, but not fully eliminated. 

3) Special cause is something: 

a) You personally find exceptional 

b) Objectively exceptional 

c) Done by special people 

d) Done in special time 

4) If mailman always comes to your house at 11:30 and he doesn’t come today until noon, which of 

the following could be characterized as a special cause? 

a) You didn’t have mail earlier 

b) He’s tire is flat 

c) He met a friend along the way 

d) He is in bad relations with you 

5) Tampering is the adjustment of: 

a) A stable process 

b) A risky process 

c) An unnecessary process 

d) A non-profitable process 

6) Tampering usually occurs when the measured outcome does not meet our: 

a) Internal conditions 

b) External performance targets  

c) Personnel skills 

d) Safety levels 

  



 

 

7) Structural changes are: 

a) Occasional 

b) Regular 

c) Exceptional 

d) Optional 

8) Structural changes reflect an ebb and flow of normal production being influenced by: 

a) Different departments 

b) Technology 

c) Environment 

d) Global economy 

  



 

 

Module Nine: The Fourth Improvement Concept (Complexity) 

A product or service that is very complex adds more non-value, 

higher costs, and more work than processes that are slow or of poor 

quality. In other words, the complexity of something is more 

expensive than something that is lower quality or produced in a 

lower speed.  

 

 

 

 

What is Complexity? 

Complexity in Six Sigma means non-value added high cost manufacturing processes. 

The Law of Complexity and Cost adds more non-value-added cost and work than 

either poor quality (low Sigma) or slow speed (un-Lean).  

 

 

What Causes Complexity? 

There are two significant contributors to complexity: 

• Complexity escalates under differentiation, and occurs when we strive to 

develop a variety of offerings, features, and attributes. As an example, 

consider a cell-phone manufacturer with a growing number of cell phone 

models in its portfolio. Each model will require its own R&D, Marketing, 

and Support. 

• Complexity escalates under sheer volume of back-operational work. Consider the production of 

a jet plane which involves hundreds of thousands of engineering specifications and processes 

that need come together for a final product. 

Both scenarios are always at immense strategic risk when faced by a less-complex competitor. 

There is never any justification for things 

being complex when they could be simple. 

Edward de Bono 



 

 

How to Simplify? 

Complexity reduction or elimination of non-value added processes is central to Six 

Sigma and Lean thinking. 

There are two approaches to reducing complexity: 

• Standardization: Standardizing the internal tasks and components of an 

offering so that a fewer number of them can be assembled into many different products.  

A practical example can be found in the automotive industry. Instead of 8 different vehicles built 

on 8 different platforms, the manufacturer condenses its engineering designs into one platform. 

Consider how GM now shares one platform across Chevrolet, Cadillac, Buick, and GMC. 

• Optimization: Eliminating offerings that generate a loss particularly where you are strategically 

disadvantaged or see a declining market. Almost every organization has products that refuse to 

generate profit. These should be removed or re-priced to generate adequate return.  

The standardization process achieves low cost without the market penalization that an optimization 

strategy may suffer. 

 

Case Study 

Andrew worked as a floor manager at an automobile manufacturing plant. One day, one of his 

employees pointed out that a few steps in the manufacturing process could be merged or removed to 

save time without compromising the product. Andrew investigated the process and realized that the 

employee was correct; the process could be simplified and shortened. While he was researching, 

Andrew also found other areas that the plant could improve. 

Andrew drafted a plan to optimize the problem areas in the process, in order to make the company 

more lean and increase their efficiency. After the owner of the plant gave Andrew the go-ahead, 

productivity at the plant increased by a sizable amount. 

  



 

 

Module Nine: Review Questions 

1) A product or service that is very complex doesn't  add: 

a) Higher costs 

b) Non-value costs 

c) More work 

d) It adds all of the above 

2) What is un-lean? 

a) High speed 

b) Low speed 

c) Poor quality 

d) High quality 

3) Complexity escalates under: 

a) Mistakes 

b) Confusion 

c) Differentiation 

d) Misunderstanding 

4) Complexity scenarios are always at immense strategic risk when faced by: 

a) A less complex competitor 

b) A more complex competitor 

c) More original competitor 

d) An equal competitor 

5) Which of the following is central to Six Sigma and Lean thinking? 

a) Complexity modification 

b) Complexity intensification 

c) Complexity reduction and elimination 

d) Complexity maintenance  

6) “Instead of 8 different vehicles built on 8 different platforms, the manufacturer condenses its 

engineering designs into one platform.” This is an example of: 

a) Optimization 

b) Filtering 

c) Routinization 

d) Standardization 

  



 

 

Module Ten: The Fifth Improvement Concept (Continuous Improvement) 

By now you will know that in the world of lean, good enough is never 

good enough. In this module, we’re breaking down Continuous 

Improvement into three basic principles: 

1. Challenge: We have to challenge ourselves every day to see if 

we are achieving our goals. 

2. Kaizen: Good enough is never enough, no process can ever be 

thought to be perfect, and thus operations must be improved 

continuously. 

3. Genchi Genbutsu: A term that means “Going to the source” to see the facts for oneself and 

make the right decisions, create consensus, and make sure goals are attained at the best 

possible speed. 

 

The PDSA Cycle (Plan, Do, Study, Act) 

PDSA is a way to test out improvements on a small scale before implementing them 

across the board. It will give you the opportunity to see if the proposed change will 

work. Here’s how: 

• Plan the change: Establish the objectives and processes necessary to deliver 

results. Set an expected output focus. 

• Do implement the change on a small scale: Chose a small group of people to test the change. 

• Study the results: Measure the new processes and compare the results against the expected 

results. 

• Act on what was learned: Analyze the differences to determine their cause. Determine where 

to apply changes that will include improvement. 

 

  

If you do what you always did, you get what 

you always got 

Gerhard Plenert & Bill Kirchmier 

 



 

 

The DMAIC Method 

• Define: Identify and state the practical problem 

• Who wants the project and why? 

• The Scope of the project or improvement 

• Key team members and resources for the project 

• Critical Milestones and stakeholder review 

• Budget Allocation 

• Measure: Validate the practical problem by collecting data 

• Ensure measurement system reliability 

• Prepare data collection plan 

• How many data points do you need to collect? 

• How many days do you need to collect data for? 

• What is the sampling strategy? (i.e. where from, from whom) 

• Who will collect data and how will data get stored? 

• What could the potential drivers of variation be? 

• Collect Data 

• Analyze: Convert the practical problem to a statistical one, define statistical goal and identify 

potential statistical solutions. 

• How well or poorly processes are working compared with Best Possible (Benchmarking) 

and Competitors 

• Don’t focus on symptoms, find the root cause 

• Improve: Confirm and test the Statistical solution 

• Present recommendations to process owner 

• Pilot run 

• Formulate Pilot Run 

• Test Improved Process (Run Pilot) 

• Analyze Pilot and results 

• Develop implementation plan 

• Prepare final presentation 

• Present final recommendation to management team 

• Control: Convert the statistical solution to a practical solution 

• How will you maintain gains made? 

• Change policy and procedures 

  



 

 

Case Study 

Paul felt that his company finally had a high sigma level, and was as lean as it could be. His processes 

were streamlined and as efficient as possible, his product was standardized and the manufacturing 

process had almost no variation, and he had a firm understanding of where his company was in the 

market place.  

Paul knew, thanks to the Six Sigma philosophy, that there was always room for improvement. After 

some research, he discovered the Plan, Do, Study, Act cycle. He decided to use the cycle once a month 

to try to keep his business as efficient as possible. When he completed the cycle, he found several small 

processes that he had missed that could be eliminated.  



 

 



 

 

Module Eleven: The Improvement Toolkit 

So what happens now? Module Eleven provides some basic methods 

and organizational advice for the journey ahead. Six Sigma can be a 

long journey but with a basic understanding of its methods and tools 

it will improve your work and personal life. 

 

 

 

 

Gemba 

Gemba is Japanese for " actual place" and in business terms it is where you create 

value for your customers through daily work, often the factory floor itself.  

The idea is that if a problem occurs, the engineers must go to Gemba, the source, or 

the root, to understand the full impact of the problem. 

There are five rules of Gemba management: 

1. When a problem arises, go to the Gemba first—don’t try to make a diagnosis on the phone. 

2. Check the Genbutsu—the relevant objects—because “seeing is believing”. 

3. Take temporary counter-measures on the spot to resolve the problem. 

4. Then find the root cause of the problem. 

5. Lastly, standardize procedures to avoid a recurrence 

Unlike focus groups and surveys, Gemba visits are not scripted or bound by what one wants to ask. 

  

Quality is never an accident; it is always 

the result of intelligent effort. 

John Ruskin 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Focus_group


 

 

Genchi Genbutsu 

Genchi Genbutsu means "go and see for yourself". 

It refers to the fact that any information about a process will be simplified and 

abstracted from its context when reported. This attitude of Genchi Genbutsu is to 

seek “the place where it actually happens”.  

By observing the actual process or problem at the actual place where it is occurring, the problem solver 

is able to obtain actual data or facts, which will improve the chances for a better solution.  

This is in contrast to the Western thinking in which many managers make decisions from behind a desk, 

armed only with second hand information from others. 

 

Womack’s Principle 

The five-step thought processes for guiding the implementation of lean techniques 

are easy to remember, but not always easy to achieve: 

1. Specify value from the standpoint of the end customer by product family. 

2. Identify all the steps in the value stream for each product family, 

eliminating whenever possible those steps that do not create value. 

3. Make the value-creating steps occur in tight sequence so the product will flow smoothly toward 

the customer. 

4. As flow is introduced, let customers pull value from the next upstream activity. 

5. As value is specified, value streams are identified, wasted steps are removed, and flow and pull 

are introduced. Begin the process again and continue it until a state of perfection is reached in 

which perfect value is created with no waste. 

 

Kaizen 

The process of becoming a Kaizen learning organization involves criticizing every 

aspect of what one does. The general problem solving technique to determine the 

root cause of a problem includes: 

• Initial problem perception 

• Clarify the problem 

• Locate area or point of cause 



 

 

• Investigate root cause (5 whys) 

• Countermeasure 

• Evaluate 

• Standardize 

 

A Roadmap for Implementation 

A Six Sigma initiative begins with a deployment program from the top down. 

Individuals must go through the required training to become certified belts, and 

projects have to be identified. 

A Six Sigma initiative occurs in five major stages: 

1. Initialize Six Sigma by establishing goals and installing infrastructure 

2. Deploy the initiative by assigning, training, and equipping the staff 

3. Implement projects and improve performance 

4. Expand the scope of the initiative to include additional organizational units 

5. Sustain the initiative, through re-alignment, re-training, and evolution. 

When the organization is ready and trained, it’s time for a project! 

A Six Sigma project should: 

• Have financial impact or significant strategic value. 

• Produce results that exceed the amount of effort required to obtain the improvement. 

• Require analysis to uncover the root cause of the problem. 

• Solve a problem that is not easily or quickly solvable using traditional methods. 

• Improve performance by greater than 70 percent over existing performance levels. 

The focus of a project is to solve a business problem such as: 

• The success of the organization 

• Costs 

• Employee or customer satisfaction 



 

 

• Process capability 

• Output capacity 

• Cycle Time 

• Revenue Potential 

 

Case Study 

When Terry heard that there was an issue on the crib assembly line, he left his office and went down to 

the line to learn what had happened. An employee, Barbara, had loaded in a load of wooden support 

beams backwards. Barbara stated that the support beams are almost symmetrical and it had happened 

several times before. Terry looked at why the incident had happened before making a decision.  

Terry decided that an easy solution to the problem would be to put small markings on the ends of the 

support beams to differentiate them, and required his employees to double check the beams are being 

put in the right way before loading them into the assembly line.  



 

 

 
  



 

 

Module Eleven: Review Questions 

1) What is ‘Gemba’? 

a) Actual process 

b) Actual goal 

c) Actual place 

d) Actual time 

2) What is the final step of gemba? 

a) Finding the root cause of a problem 

b) Standardizing procedures 

c) Checking the Genbutsu 

d) Taking temporary counter-measures 

3) When compared to Western thinking, Genchi Gebutsu is: 

a) The same 

b) Slightly different 

c) Opposite 

d) It’s not comparable  

4) Genchi Gebutsu means: 

a) Go and see for yourself 

b) Do it yourself 

c) Rely on yourself 

d) Change it yourself 

5) Womack’s principle should be applied until: 

a) You achieve short-term goals 

b) You achieve perfection 

c) You formally finish the project 

d) You achieve good-enough solution 

6) What is the first step of Womack’s principle? 

a) Specifying value 

b) Identifying value 

c) Exploring value 

d) Analyzing value 

  



 

 

7) Which of the following is not something implied by Kaizen? 

a) Evaluation 

b) Standardization 

c) Countermeasure 

d) Documenting 

8) Kaizen is based on: 

a) Criticizing 

b) Analyzing 

c) Modifications 

d) Compromising 

9) What is the last step of Six Sigma initiative? 

a) Evaluate the initiative 

b) Celebrate the initiative 

c) Sustain the initiative 

d) Compare the results with expectations 

10) The focus of a Six Sigma project is to solve problems such as: 

a) Costs 

b) Process capability 

e) Cycle time 

d) All of the above 

  



 

 

Module Twelve: Wrapping Up 

Although this workshop is coming to a close, we hope that your 

journey to improve your Six Sigma is just beginning. Please take a 

moment to review and update your action plan. This will be a key 

tool to guide your progress in the days, weeks, months, and years to 

come. We wish you the best of luck on the rest of your travels!  

 

 

 

Words from the Wise 

Thought of the day 

• We don't know what we don't know 

• We can't act on what we don't know 

• We won't know until we search 

• We won't search for what we don't question 

• We don't question what we don't measure 

• Hence, We just don't know 

• With Six Sigma, you can find the answers 

 

 

Tell me and I will forget, show me and I 

may remember, involve me and I’ll 

understand 

Chinese Proverb 


